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**Title word cross-reference**

1 [904]. 2 × 2 [668, 800]. β [569]. χ² [920]. d' [569]. n [606]. P [1159]. t [920].

-**Series** [1159]. -**Server** [606]. -**Test** [920].


3 [1062]. 360 [295].

5 [1203].


71 [655]. 72 [1232]. 74 [1282]. '75 [1003]. 77. [1159]. 7th [1252].

Commitments [340]. Chi [125]. Chi-Squared [125].
Chiang [1320]. Children [700, 410, 10, 176, 353, 953]. Chin [1320].
Chisholm [483]. Chistyakov [1254].
Choice [764, 773, 155]. Choudhry [434].
Chow [361, 1319, 1072]. Chris [532].
Christiansen [1166]. Chronic [1108].
Chung [770]. Cicennetice [108].
Circulation [56]. Civil [1066]. Clark [704].
Clarke [1219, 776, 910]. Classical [216].
Classification [610, 174, 586].
Classifications [1118, 1302, 1112].
Classified [1194]. Claudia [924]. Cleland [1157].
Clelland [639]. Cliff [710, 677, 706, 1200]. Clifford [1010].
Coo-Ordinate [214]. Co-Ordinated [680].
Coates [262]. Coats [1229]. Coding [240].
Coefficients [822, 822]. Coen [153, 1039].
Cohen [921, 921, 74]. Cohort [1050, 1093, 836].
Collection [951, 1183, 655, 604, 396].
Colleges [589, 726, 468]. Collings [366].
Comments [153, 450, 968, 766, 244, 1048].
Commercial [589, 726, 370]. Commission [891, 271, 29].
Commitments [68].
Committee [589, 726, 1019, 971, 301, 162, 131, 969, 873, 1272]. Commodities [652].
Commodity [225, 687]. Common [71, 1171].
Commonsense [743].
Commonwealth [271]. Communication [1017, 106]. Communities [493, 1325].
Community [1109, 454, 642, 408, 1177].
Companion [572]. Company [906].
Computer-Assisted [290].
Computer-Based [554].
Concentration [124, 71, 943]. Concept [779].
Concepts [45, 127, 1128, 980, 598, 999, 884].
Conceptual [291]. Concerning [417].
Connor [1252]. Conolly [942]. Consequences [585].
Constraints [288]. Construction [1149, 524, 142].
Constructions [330].
Consultancy [37]. Consumer [652, 6, 90, 1038, 385, 763].
Consumption [895, 279, 86, 510]. Contacts [587].
Contemporary [1132, 1104, 252, 1295].
Contingency [175, 668, 800].
Continuous [499, 321]. Contracting [1165].
Contributions [948, 1255]. Control [997, 730, 1289, 1072, 649, 1227, 917, 709, 1098, 183, 371, 645, 611, 49].
Controversy [608, 377]. Convergence [41].
Cook [1219]. Cooley [393]. Cooper [1264].
Coping [70].
Cornish [559]. Correction [726, 1144].
Corrections [827, 766, 826, 825].
Correlation [873, 217, 921, 885].
Correlational [1258].
Correlations [1052]. Corrigenda [1302, 865, 866, 1304, 1332, 1301, 1303].
Corrigendum [233, 275]. Cost [1236, 733, 765, 265, 851, 540].
Cost-Benefit [265, 540]. Costs [788].
Cottle [679].
Council [102, 209, 355, 497, 632, 768, 909, 1057, 1190, 1313, 1022].
Countable [458].
Countries [687].
Country [1153]. Counts [156].
Course [365, 709, 21, 129, 979, 1219].
Measuring [635, 657, 572, 218, 132, 1283, 682, 221, 363]. Mathe- 
maticques [738]. Mathematisch [107]. Mather [994]. 
Yeats [751]. Yehuda [434]. Yodzis [1325].
Youden [773]. Young [333]. Ysidro [1147].
Yu [778, 211]. Yule [245]. Yvonne [876].

Z [269, 1133]. Zacks [283]. Zangwill [50].
Zaranowitz [541]. Zauberma [857]. Zeig-
gler [1063]. Zellner [564, 845]. Zero [1142].
Ziegler [948]. Zuijen [1163]. zur [947]. Zvi
[403].
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